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Shivaji's system.
The gradations of officers and men in the garrisons of the
hill-forts were only copies from the regulations which were enforced
by Shivaji both in his infantry and in his cavalry. In each infantry
corps there was a Naik for every ten soldiers, one Havcddar had
charge of five such parties, two Havalas made one Jumaledar, ten
jumalas made a full corps of one thousand men (under a Hazari,
and seven Hazaris made up a Sarnobafs charge for the Mavli in-
fantry. In the cavalry, there were two divisions, Bargirs and
Siledars, and twenty-five Bargirs or Siledars had a Hdvaldar over
them, five Havalas made one Jumalaf ten Jurnalas made a Hazarfs
charge, and five Hazari charges made one Panch HazarL The Panch
Hazari was under the Sarnobat of the cavalry. Every batch of
twenty-five horses had one water-carrier and farrier. Undo: each
of the higher Maratha officers, both in the infantry and cavalry,
there was a Brahman Sabrtis and a Prabhu Karkhannis or a
Brahman Muzumdar and Prabhu Jaminis. The Bargifs horses
were during the monsoons cantoned in camps, where every provi-
sion was made for grass and grain supplies, and barracks were
built for the men to live under shelter. All the officers and men
received fixed pay, which in the case of the Paga Hazari, was
one-thousand Hons, and Paga Panch Hazari* two-thousand Hons.
In the case of the infantry, the pay was five-hundred for the
Hazari, and for the lowers and men the pay varied from Rs. 9
to 3 for the infantry, and Rs. 6 in the cavalry, according to
the higher or lower rank of the soldier or trooper. During eight
months in the year the armies were expected to maintain them-
selves by mulukhagiri, Le. by levying chouth and sardeshmukhi
from the Moghul Districts. When engaged on such service, the
men were strictly prohibited from taking their women and child-
ren with them. When a city was plundered, the loot had to be
accounted for by each soldier and trooper. No soldier or trooper
was enlisted without taking a security bond from his fellows to
insure good conduct. The military commanders were paid in
advance, as they had to account for the chouth and. sardeshmukhi
collected by them. No assignments of revenue or land were allow-
ed for the service of the army in ShivajFs time. Notwithstanding
these strict restraints there was ruo difficulty found about the
enlistment of recruits in the army, and no service was more popu-
lar than that which led the Mavlis of the Ghatmatha and the
Hetkaris of the Konkan, and the Siledars and Bargirs of Maha-
rashtra proper, to flock in numbers to the national standard on
each Dasara day, when a call was made for their services.
This system of cash payment and direct revenue manage-

